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	Untitled

	Box 2 Title: Agenda
	Box 1 Body: A fun, informative, interactive and most of all effective one day workshop that gets all attendees to participate and leaves them with both increased confidence and clear learning to enable immediate implementation when back in the branch.Our trainers are from the electrical industry having worked in wholesaling, manufacturing or both. They have a true understanding and empathy of what it is like to work on a trade counter of an electrical wholesaler on a daily basis and the challenges the role can build This workshop is not about changing the world it is about all of the customer facing teams learning tips that will enable them to be more confident in front of the customer and contribute more to the sales and profit. 
	Box 2 Body 1: 09:15 Meet and Coffee09:30 Day starts  • Introductions and Objectives • The personal reward of increasing sales and margin,    changing attitudesWhat is Profit   - The basics of GP, Net Profit and Discount  - The impact of cost up pricingUnderstanding how customers play the negotiation game   - Understanding the perception of worth   - What is a market price?  - The basics of negotiation – Win – Win   - Start High to finish higher Understanding Discount   - Who should get a discount and why  - Stopping discount rounding  - The confidence to say no
	Course title: Increasing Sales and Margin over the Counter
	Box 1 Title: What's it all about?
	Duration: One Day
	Box 2 Body 2: Lunch 1:00 – 1:30 Confidence to increase pricing   - Asking simple questions to protect price  -Tips on body language  - When to use your boss Increasing Order Value and Profit   - Adding to every order  - The Skills of selling up to increase profit   - Selling Promotions – Offer to Every Customer Action Plans to take away 4:00 p.m. Finish and leave 
	Box 4 Title: What will the day be like?
	Box 4 Body: This workshop will be a combination of, syndicate working groups, brain storming sessions, individual exercises and challenging interactive discussions. It will involve feedback sessions from other delegates and the chance to learn from other peoples’ experiences. There will be plenty of opportunity to create and develop an action plan that the delegates present to their team at the end of the day.  There is guidance offered on post course action planning during the day by the trainer.
	Box 3 Body: Learn key skills to enable all staff to easily increase order values & profit in a non-aggressive way
	Box 3 Title: Objective


